





























































































and  running 
Two riders "iockeying" for position
 culminate a day's 
excitement
 at Bay Meadows 
Racetrack  in San Mateo. 
The 
track  is a 
place
 where 







terests visit to bet on the sport of kings For 
details see 


















 has decreased 
for the first time 
in
 eight years. 
according to semi-annual crime 
statistics compiled by University 
Police. 
This is the first general drop in 
crime 
since  1968, when the 
depart-
ment began keeping records. 
University Police jurisdiction 
 includes the 68 campus buildings, 
the ,north and south parking 
garages, the dormitories, Spartan 
City and a one -mile radius sur-
rounding the campus. 
Campus police currently employ 
11 officers. 
A total of 94 felonies, including 
rape, armed robbery and burglary,  
were reported for the first six 
months  of this year, down from 96 
felonies for the same period last 
year. 
Total misdemeanors for the same 
period numbered 347, down from 396 
for the first half of last 
year.  In-
cluded in this figure are petty thefts,
 
malicious mischief and drunken 
driving.  





















 from a 
junior  
college and winds up having to at-




A freshman moves away from 
home to attend college and can't cut 
the umbilical cord. Stress. 
A student attends school for three 
years and runs out of 
money.  Stress. 
According  to SJSU counselors. 
students are under
 stress because of 
interpersonal relationships, an 
education 
they
 see as irrelevant and 
financial burdens. 
"Loneliness, the inability to 
break close 
relationships,  worry 
about 
breaking  ties with parents. 
inability to make close relationships 
are all causes of stress
 for students 
at San .lose State," according to 














about  since 
high 




are  a problem 
for 
students here. 
The  college is 
basically  a 
commuter  
college.  





 is the first real 
break 
from the student's 
parents. 
The ties with parents are seen as 
fragile in terms of their present 
needs. 
"Sometimes they have 
to 
struggle with parents who don't 




Stress  also is caused by students 
thinking more than they are feeling. 
according to Dr. Thornton Hooper,
 a 
psychologist who counsels students 
at &ISL. 
"People learn how to 
live
 in their 
head. When students find that they 
can feel, they learn the 
world doesn't 
fall apart around
 their cars. 
"This is mostly a male 
phenomena. People live from the 




Another cause of stress is. the 
relevancy of a college education. 
School questioned 
"Students have real qualms 
about remaining in school when 
there is no assurance 
of
 getting a job 






college  degrees tell 
potential employers about a person. 
The individual who obtained a 
college degree has patience, per-
severence and had to have 
developed certain skills. 
"Students are going to have to 
become more competitive. They 
have to say 'I'm going to be a teach-






"In the classroom 
the student 
either  
has it or doesn't. 
Students  are 
now
 seeing 
that  having 
a college 
degree it not 
a ticket to a 
job.  They 
have to 
prove  they can
 back the 














 insist on 
studying 
precisely  what they
































then go into 
the  field and 
find work 
alongside  people
 with four 
year degrees
 who 
have  more 




They come to &NU for the other 
two years of education and find that 









have to start all over. 
"A lot of students
 come in 
with
 
that kind of 
problem.  They 
complain  
'no one 
explained  it to 
me,'








 who are 
taking 
care
 of a family or working 











counselors agree the 
burden  
 of having to work 




Students can seek counseling 
at 
the Counseling Center in room





 skies through Friday 
with 
late night 
and early morning 
overcast. Highs 
will
 be in the mid 
70's with 
lows in the tal,d 
50's. Light 
afternoon
 winds w ith 










want  flu 
shot
 
By Sheryl Siminoff 
Most 
students at SJSU probably 
will not get
 inoculated for swine flu. 
based on 
a survey conducted on 
campus yesterday. 
Almost 58 per cent of 106 students
 
interviewed  by the Spartan Daily 
said they would not get the free shot, 
now being 
administered
 at several 
San Jose clinics. 
Of the remaining students inter-
viewed
 near the 
Student 
Union.  27 




 who said they 
would not
 get inoculated gave two 
reasons for 
their  refusal: fear of the 
adverse 




Dr.  Mary 
nark.  deputy 
director  
of the 
county  health 
department,
 
also said she 
was not going to 
take 
the vaccine
 for "personal 
reasons." 
Need unseen 
Many students felt 
they  did not 
need the 
swine  flu shot. "I'm pretty 




 said they wanted 
to first read more about
 the swine 
flu. 
They said officials could not 
predict swine flu at this point. 
"I've heard too much about the 
side effects," said Rob .Jackson, a 
senior environmental student. He 
said he needs more information 
about the flu. 
Those students 
undecided  said 
there 
were too many discrepancies
 
about the healthiness
 of the vaccine. 
Others said they had not even 
thought about the swine flu. 
Those




catching the flu. 
The first day inoculations
 were 
administered. Tuesday, only 1.274 
persons were inoculated at three 
public clinics, according In .Ianice 
Rylander of the county health 
department. ,  
An estimated 
7,500 shots were 
If/ 
Bob 
Robinson  is administered
 his swine flu 
innoculation  by 
nurse Lois
 Faunce at San Jose Hospfta I 
given Oct. 12 to 






at San Jose 
Hospital, 





officials  hoped to vac-
cinate from I.600 to 
2,(84) persons 
every 
day, according to Richard 
Peryam, a county spokesman. 
Clark said she did not feel the 
swine flu program should be post-
poned since it might do some good in 
about one to t wo years 
Program effected 
Clark said the had
 publicity has 
obviously had 
an adverse 
effect  on 
the swine 










 They have 
not  
been 
attributed  to the flu shot. 
She 
supported  an 
Oct.  
18 report 




Department  of Public 
Health  
which 
said  he 
































is no basis 
that an 
increase  in 
the 
mortality  
rate  is 
due




















educator  Oscar 
Battle. 
dropped  to 
$13,585
 from $22.946 
for 
the  first part of 















 said he could 
give no reason for the 
decrease,
 "Es-
pecially since this is the first drop 
we've had."
 
James said the installation of 
new crime prevention 
programs  
now being used
 by campus police 




University Police now are in-
volved 
with  the Crimes Analysis 
Program for 
Evaluation  and Re-
search (CAPER), a county
-wide  





The program works by outlining 
the data surrounding a crime  the 
type of crime,  the time and the day 
of the week in which a occurred. 
According to James, the pro-
gram, which originated from a law 
enforcement  grant 
in 1975, will 




 campus hot -
spots. 
These hotspots 
include  both 
parking garages,
 the Student Union, 
Business Tower, men's gym  and the 
Education Building. 
In addition to the hotspots, James 
feels CAPER will help the de-
partment 
draw  "pictures of what's 





"It's impossible to say that just 
because of this identification factor, 
we're 
decreasing crime, but it is a 
big help," he said. 
Statistics compiled by CAPER in-
,dicate the busiest day for crime at 
SJSU is Thursday, while 
the  slowest 
day is Sunday. 
Afternoons,  on 
all
 days are the 





this to the 
"heaty ingress
 
and egress of 
people"  at this time.
 
Along  with 
CAPER.
















campus after dark. 
The students,








office,  escort 











 is one method 
University  P, .ee 







in 1973 to a record 38 in 1975. 
James thinks
 by placing 
student  
guards  into 
troubled
 spots such inci-
dents  can be cut 
down tremen-
dously. 
In  addition to 















aware  of 
ripoffs.
 They're 



















 do come on 
campus looking





 Report to the 








 is any pattern



















Report  the occurrences 
of
 any 






























Rattly  Brown 
It really is an attracti% calen-
dar. And it's being passed out on 
campus for free. 
The poster -calendar is golden 
and the months
 go down each side. 
In the center. framed 
in a black 
heart, are two Spanish 
lovers. The 
woman holds a jug of Gallo wine.
 
In the last two days more than 
1,000 of these posters hate been 
passed out on campus by students 
working for Gallo. 
Gallo wines have been a con-
troversial campus topic for years. 
Supporters of the farm worker's 
movement ant 
Proposition  14 have 
charged 
Gallo works against the 
rights of California's farin workers. 
Three women students, all 
members 
of Chi Omega, sorority. 
passed out the posters
 at different 
locations 
on campus, Most have 
been distributed to passers-by in 
front of the Spartan Pub. 
Business freshman Bonnie Funk 
said she and two other
 women are 
being paid for their work by Marsha 
DeLea. another member











 The other 
is Steve 





students  passing out 
the 






 pledge fund. 
'Most people just smile
 ail take 
them ( 
calendars,
 ' Funk said. but 
she added some people gat e 
them 
back after seeing what they ad-
vertised. 
"A few people would take the 
posters and sa'y 'I don't particularly 
like Gallo. but I like the calendar,'
 








promotional gimmick. but wouldn't 







against the farm workers' iflit lath 




















14" campaign. He said Gallo 
has 








employ  s 199 
farm
 workers, so 
no matter what 
the 
result is on 








senior,  said 
most
 of Gallo's grapes are imported 




























 parties rather 





































 with interest 
your
 recent 

































































































canisters should  be 
placed
 on each 
floor,
 especially in the 
Games area 
'and on 
the outside of the 
building  
near the trash 
containers.
 
Tht second point 
that I wish to 
bring  up is that there 
should
 be a 
continuous 
campaign  of some sort to 
inform students
 about the project
 
and how it is progressing. 
We will all need 
to be reminded to 
use the
 collection canisters 
for  their 
intended 
purpose. Otherwise,  
the  
project runs the
 risk of dying 
through neglect.
 
All of this will probably cost 
more
 
than the estimated S100 allocated
 for 
setting 
up the program. 

















n ol ved 
with
 the 
project.  It's some-
thing we've 
needed at SJSU for a 
long
 time. 
I know for 

































































































































































































Box  4428, 
Arlington,
 VA 








new  choice  
Editor: 
Have 













see Ford as a 
bungling  
old-line politician.
 Carter as a 
mumbling 
old-line  politician, 
Mc-
Carthy having no 
real  chance and 
thankful that 
Maddox







































and the . 
next 
president
 of the 
United  States
  A. 
Knowbuddy.  
Knowbuddy 
is the only candidate 
that can save 
America  from its 
future destiny: Knowbuddy has 
stopped inflation. Knowbuddy has 
achieved
 a 




Knowbuddy has brought 
full employment
 to our country and 
Knowbuddy has cleaned up our en-
vironment. 
  Nobody promises
 the American 
people a bed of roses
  Knowbuddy 
can. 
When
 you cast your




 the facts 
and 
remember, 
there  is Knowbuddy
 for 
an alternative.
 Knowbuddy can 
solve



























































Retail Ad Manager 
National



















































































Fullerton and I are the only
 ad-
ministrators who regularly teach
 
(Spartan Daily, Oct. hit. let me 
report that Dean Henry Bruinsma, 
Dean Douglas Picht. 
and Dean 




sibilities   are 
also  teaching "above 
load."
 
And in addition. 
of




 such as Provost 





























Nick  Baptista 
It is in the interest of both the A.S. 
and the Young Socialist Alliance 
( YSA ) that Socialist Workers 
presidential
 candidate Peter 
Cornejo not be paid with A.S. funds. 







have  had to 
limit the 
scope  of his 



















requested  A.S. 
allocation to 
the YSA to pay for Ca 
mejo's speech, 
cannot be 






















































of  Cornejo It 
does not. 
If Camejo's speech would have 
been political,




 he would have 
asked  for 
suppost,
 the A.S. would 
have
































not to be 





 had to 
follow  if 
his speech 
was paid for 
by the A.S. 
Now.
 Cornejo can speak with 
more freedom and talk more about 
the issues without limitations. 
Mercury
 decides 




too hot to publish 
By Steven C. Taylor 
Buried in the 
back
 of the Oct. 16 
Spartan
 Daily  page 10 to 
be exact 




 on increased urban 
growth in San Jose. 
It 
was  a story that 
wouldn't  even 
have 
made
 the school 
publication  
had the 
Daily  not been 
enlarged
 that 
day. It really didn't
 seem that im-
portant. 
Yet, it is also a 
story the San 
Jose 
Mercury didn't 
want  printed at 
all.
 
It was not a 
question of it being 
unnewsworthy.
 To the Mercury,
 it 
was 
an article deemed 




 it so bad 
that the 
Mercury  wouldn't print it? 




Well, before you go 
digging 
through the trash
 and search in vain 
for something equal 
to pornography 
on caripus, read on for 
a short 
lesson
 the broad powers
 of the 
media, and the fear 
of using it. 
Written by 
myself,



















 it is my job to write
 news 
releases and features
 on various 
aspects of the 
curriculum,
 such as 
unique
 classes and instructors. 
The story concerned was pf 
Mitchell
 Mandich. a West
 Valley 
College sociology
 instructoi who 
teaches a 
















 how it occurred, why it 











decided  to 
attend 
a class 












and  1960 to 200,000 
and has almost 
tripled that figure
 by today. 
Mandich is an articulate
 man 
who knows what he is talking
 about. 
He offered some probable
 theories 
as to why 
the Valley of Heart's 
Delight changed from a basically 











 the story said what its 
headline
 proclaimed: "Growth 
ethic 
looks good in 
theory,




While  the Daily 
was  shoving it 
onto the back 
pages.  a copy of the 
article 
was  also sent to the
 Mercury 
through
 the Continuing 
Education 
Office's 
Communication  Center. 
It was
 Tuesday when
 I learned 
what had happened
 to that release. 
It
 seems the reporter
 who got it 
first 
thought it good 







 one thing 
that 
bothered him 
about  the story. 
At 
the  tail end of it, 
Mandich took 
a 
swipe  at "the local 
media," saying 
what
 was needed 
to cause a re-
examination
 of city growth 
was "a 
newspaper




















Then,  to the 
surprise  of his 
subordinates,  the
 Mercury's 
monody.: editor overruled their 
collectite reasoning and pulled the 
story
  not because it wasn't good 
enough, but because 
it was contro-
versial. 




Why should the managing editor 
 one of 
the  ranking bosses and top 
men in the area's largest newspaper 
 be so concerned 
over  a college 
educatoi.'s  views on growth? 
In mulling it over in my mind, I 
remembered the comments Man-
dich made
 concerning the Mercury's 
publisher. Joe Ridder. 
Ridder has been on the local 
scene for most of San Jose's recent 
history. On good relations with those 
interests who are pushing for more 
industrialization 
of
 the county. 
Ridder reveals pro -growth feelings, 
as seen in his 
newspaper's  content. 
He consistently plays up 
pro -growth 
news and either down -plays or 
pulls  
news critical 'of 
city  expansion, ac-
cording to Mandich. 
Such ideals, of course, 
are not the 
ones 




I was told of 
freedom of the press. the 
vanguard 
against tyranny, the  unending 
search for the truth. 
Didn't I learn that an in-
dependent press is our nation's in-
surance  against propaganda? 
Wasn't I convinced that I was en-
tering a noble profession in which I 
was entrusted with the most 
valuable job in our society  watch-
dog of.the government? 
Admittedly, my disillusionment 
is not that great. I learned long 
before I entered this field that 
freedom of the press is sometimes 
limited by the constraints of a 
news-
paper's advertising revenues. 
In fact, it is 
common  in small 
town or rural 
newspapers  for the 
editors and publishers 
to
 be wary of 
offending  the local Chamber of 
Commerce
 
and risk losing a chunk 
of a paper's 
income.
 







It is the largest newspaper in the 
county and, with its sister San Jose 
News, dominates the media scene,
 is 
on stable economic ground and has 
more clout 
than any Chamber of 
Commerce imaginable. 
How  strange that the Mercury 
still seems 
to be held captive by a 
belief that editorial 






And how ironic that a college 
instructor 
who  accuses the Mercury 
of being one-sided, 
cannot  make it 
onto even the back pages to voice 
that accusation or present views
 
opposite that of the newspaper's 
publisher.
 
Maybe  the Mercury
 does fear 
local businesses 
will be offended and 
pull their 
advertisements.  And 
maybe 
that view is 
justified.  
Right now, though,  the only 
view  
hat appears justified is Mitchell 
andich's 














comments,  news 
stories
 or anything you might 
have 
on your mind. 
Best letters are short ( 250 
words' 
and to the point. The 
Spartan Daily reserves the right 
to edit for libel, length and style. 
All letters should be signed 
with the author's name, major 
and 
class standing 
Letters may be submitted at 
the Daily office 
( JC 2081 between 
a.m. and 5 p.m., 
Monday 

















































With Election  Day 
drawing
 near, a 
repre-
sentative



























 told a 
group of 



























 lecturer Richard 
Young 






do make a 
difference to the 
country.
 
He said both candidates 
are backed by opposing 
coalitions of interest 
groups whom each 
will 
have to lease once in office. 
Challenge answered 
The RSB challenged all 
political science in 
structors to debate on the 
effectiveness of 
elections, 
but only Young 
responded. 
"The department, with 
my exception, did 
not think 
much of the 
debate  and 
didn't want to participate," 
Young 














during  two of 
Young's 
















 to work 
a "scab plan." Ford's aid 
to industry, she said, 
was 
used to buy 
automated  
equipment instead of to 
create more jobs. 
Political Iles 
"It isn't the case of the 
lesser of two evils." 
Pfeiffer  said. "Basically. 
politicians lie in different 
ways." 
She went on to claim 
elections have the support 
of rich capitalists because 
the 
institution  hides the 
fact they control society. 
Pfeiffer
 said people can 




tion" and learning their 
rights in 
society.  
"There is a need
 for 





















































































































 will be 
























pecially  on 
the issues, 
but  















who were. unable to 
attend
 
yesterday's Spartan Daily 
press
 information meeting 






25 at 12:30 
p.m. 
in








sponsored  by 
Campus 
Crusade lu i 
twist will 
begin a  
7:31)
 p.m. 
tomorrow in the Education 
Building, room 100. 
   
A talk 
on "Religion and 
the Presidency. 1787-1976" 
will be gicen by Dr. Ralph 
Moellering. 12:30
 pin. to-












 the Sierra 
Club,
 reducing 
the  budget 
and activities





letter,  the Palo 
Alto-based 
Loma Prieta 
chapter,  third 
largest  in the country, 
called
 for contributions 
from 
its members in an 




The chapter includes 
members from Santa 
Clara, San Mateo and San 
Benito counties. 
Ti Stills, chapter staff 
, member, said the or-
ganization must pay for
 of-
fice rent phone, postage 
bills and office supplies 
before'













paid  at 
San 





turnia Newspaper Publishers Assn 
ciation and
 the Associated  
Press  
Published daily 







during  Me college 


































Semester  $450 Off campus
 




















ment to the national or-
ganization for insurance,
 
which is 60 per




81,000  to $6.000. 
The 
decrease
 in funds 
has 
curtailed
 some of 
the  
Loma 
Prieta's  hiking 
ac-
tivities  anti 
conservation 
programs.  Martin 
said.  


























































of colors in 
a five 
flavor 







































yours  today. 








mass for all people will be 
held at 5 p.m. Sunday at the 















Bldg.  Nt.  
   
The Gay 
People's  Union 



























   
A meetng for those 
in-
terested in Latino media 
will be held at noon 
Saturday in the 
KSJS
 stu-
dios in the Drama Building. 
   
Calvin Stewart, S.ISU 
associate  









 in the S.U. 
Guadalupe
 Room. 







meet  at 5 
p.m. today





























































seat  vacated 




eligible to serve on the A.S. 
council since he is not en-




























 two graduate 
division 
seats filled. 











Folk ran on the Third 
World  Progressive Coa-









 Bill Clarkson 
and 








Clarkson was a 
can-
didate for a graduate seat 
last year on the United 
Students 
Party ticket and 
finished sixth in the ballot-






































































available and the 
deadline is 
indefinite.  ac-
cording to Gloria Grotjan. 
A.S. personnel director. 
Grotjan 
said the dead-





"Until we can 
figure  a way 
to get 
to
 the graduate 
students."  
A.S. public information 
officer
 Steve Wright said 
he has been given two rea-
























There are 20 
scats on 
council. According to the. 
last apportionment, four 
are lower division, eleven 




511 id 111111 
,sible way to get to the 
graduates is to go to their 
classes and speak
















The San Jose. 
He-






 of raising the- 25-
cent parking fee 
at the two 
dirt Ampco
 parking lots at 
the west end
 of S.ISC. 
The 
proposal
 for a 
possible. rate increase was 
made 




 at a 
recent council meeting last 
month. 
He said a rate hike 
would put 
parking
 costs on 






tive assistant in the. 
economic. development de-
partment, 
said the' fee 
might increase' as high as 
75 cents. 
Forst said the agency's 
agreement  with Amoco 
stipulates  the lots are 
for  
student use. and the fee will 
be 25 cents. 
The redevelopment 








Carlos  streets. which 
- 
part 
of the future San 
Antonio Plaza project. 
Amoco. a private. firm 
which
 operates .11 lid 
throughout
 the' city. is on 
,trdin  tile 
LAW'
 
... and in a Lamer? 
Consider your opportunities as a 
LAWYER'S
 





 for the 
intensive, 1/ 
week, post -graduate worse of lord by 


























cheap,"  Forst 
said.  
pointing out that other city 
lots 








made  a 
report  to 
the  
agency
 but did 
not take 
a position on 
the matter. 
He
















was  set at 
73 cents. 
"A lot of students would 








Bunzel said in 
a Tuesetay 
press 
conference  he. would 
not like to sec 
the fee in-
creased. 
He'  added he sill
 
make. his 





















 I. itotation 
f slates. Dusts. and 
Wills.  Pohl!, 
St , 
vise




tor  A 
low.Inmble








 legal team. 
For
 




tinani ial aid, 
cmploynient  opportunities,  
please 
send  the attached 
to.
 
UNIVERSIlY OF SAN DIF GC) Room 118, Serra Hall 
la 
W%













 21 -May 13 
Spring 1977  Evening 111 
March  22 Sept. 3 
Summer 1977- 
Day  Li 
lone




Day  El 
Sept 26.
 Dec.16 
Fall 1977  Evening rn 




























































































































































































































































































































































 a friend of the
 




 to  get fresh with her. 
To this Willie 




blouse, and left it to 
the  
imagination  of the 
audience to figure where he 
let his fingers
 do the 











had it portrayed these 
roles  
as they exist in today's 
society. rather than go 
back some 50 years. 
The high 



























to that of the "Black 
Poets" during the early 





"Smoke" put on a 




music  for the 
poet, but 
they smoked by 
themselves in the 
truest 
sense of the word. 
Music 
from
 an electric 
violin, vibraharp,
 bass, 
drums an' + piano 





















 store "is a 
David  Piper (left) and 
Robert  Parker act out a 
scene  in 
"Ole 
Judge Moses' Dead," 




 as part of the Black
 Theatre Workshops 
season 




have it all right here in the 
country store." 
Like the first play, this 
one 
also
 expressed anger 
against the power 
struc-
ture, as expressed





   
  





















happy  as long as 
I have my 




racial  slur 
made 
4.w 
opener Friday at the Montgomery Theatre. Both plays 















three  things 
to make 
niggers 








place  to 





















































Chinese Calligraphy and 
Ink 












 is on the third level 
of
 the Student Union. It 
is open 
Monday  through 
Friday from 10:30 
a.m. 
to 4 p.m. and Wednes-
day 
and  Thursday even-
ings from 6 to X 
n.m 
"Santa Clara Perspective 
 A Time to Remem-





The return of 
Noble  Savage 
and their Noble 















































$6.511  and are 
available
 at 





be rt the 
Circle


















 Camel'.  









able  at all BASS outlets. 
Lily Tomlin will be at the 
Flint Center 
















 7 and 16 p.m. 
Admission is $1. 
"Phantom  India" 
will be at 
the camera 
One.





11" will be shown
 




late show at 
the 
Camera 
One will be 
Monty Python and the 
Holy Grail"





















































































         






















English   
Sat.  
A. Ryan and 
Smith 











































 the Laundry 
Works. 
Dancing 
begins  at 9 pm You can go wild 
unui
 
2 ant, 7 
nights a week Music by the best bands 
in the
 Bay Area. 
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FRIES  
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By Steve Chavez 
The familiar racetrack 
barker greets you at the 




chase his racing form. 
claiming it's better than 
the others offered. 
The barker and the 
racing forms 














































infield (a the raukt rack 
I a 
nine -hole 
golfcourse  used 
on non
-racing days and 
during the
 off-season ) so 
the entire






shade  of trees 
instead of 




 for those need 
the 









 close up and in 
bettors 
and prospective







































 to Phyllis Koesten-
baum, "women artist 
have 
a lot more freedoms then 
they did, say 10 years ago." 












Lady  Coffee 
-louse,
 
























working on her 
naster's  at San Francisco 
;tate  Univeisity. 
"That nakedness" 
This past summer she 
lit 
together her first 
ollection 
of peotry under 














Students  can now 
get 
Aids for a four 
concert 
eries including 
opera  star 




 Don Shirley through 










IL reh is 
designed to 
in ide a with variety of 
lets at a low 




may be obtained 
ro n 








 and she LISt's 
a 
lot 
of what she terms 
''dream
 poetry'  
in 
relaying









published in the "Nimrod" 
and "Reed." both literary 




suppose  my 
poetry is 
unusual 







"In  fact it's 
very  female 
in that
 I look at it 
as being 
special










































"but  mine is 
the 
very opposite
 of that. I try 
to deal with 
what !consider
 
essentially  a 
female
 exper-
ience.  %filch 














 is my 
dream 
poetry." she
 said. "l'hese  
are poems 
in which I try to 
reproduce the 
experience 




 they were real." 
Strong  reaction 
When people read my 
poetry:* she continued. 
"there is usually a very 
strong  reaction. Its total 
nakedness draws people in 
immediately. or they are 
repelled just as quickly." 
she
 said. 
This maybe because her 





























































down  ivriter. 
I lie. 
Do 




I write to curb 












to shuck green 
facelessness  
 as if I Were an 
carol corn 
to line. up 






























stand  to hide 
in after ad-
ding
 up their 
losses for 
a 




















mission  to the
 racetrack 
range  





mittance to the 
Turf
 Club, a 
rather exclusive
 meeting 
spot for the suit and tie
-
clad, seasoned bettors. 
It is under 
the grand-
stand during the course
 of 
an afternoon 
that  one will 
run into people of all 




Anyone from a cowboy 
wearing
 a ten-gallon hat to 
two -legged fillies for rent 
walk around, engrossed in 
their personal formula of 
winning at 
the track. 
While  strange people 
abound at Bay Meadows, 
sometimes stranger yet for 
the beginning bettor is the 
huge racing board with the 
horses, numbers odds and 
money bet displayed for a 
particular race 
Actually, once the board 
5 




for the inside track
 as the
 horses leave the 
gate
 starts
 2 minutes is. 
ecdement
 tor 





understood,  it 
can  prove 
quite 
helpful in 
acquiring  a 
small
 lot of 
money.  It lists
 
current 
odds  I which 
change 

















 the windows 
ranges from $2 to 
whatever 
the addicted can afford. 
Though it is safe to assume 
people have gone into 
financial trouble from 
betting on horses, where 
the money is being made is  
oftentimes  mistaken. 
"We have worked it out 
where 
we
 pay back 
84 per 
cent
 of all money

















 choice in 
the 






 by all 
KSJS
 
blowout  fixed 
Engineers  
at NS.IS 
started out to 
replace a 








after a blow-out which
 left 
the 90.7 spot on the 
FM dial 
with 48 
hours  of dead air. 
According to Program 
Director Dave Mora, the 
a nitquated transmitter, 




 at I a.m. 
Saturday and because of 
the diligent efforts of chief 
engineer 




on the air by 
I 
a.m. Monday. 
"First of all," Mora 
said, "We
























































































able to find an electronics 
firm that
 would work under 
warranty, a requirement of 
the state," he said. 
The third miracle, 





work  on the weekend. 
Finally, all contracting 
and 
purchasing  'was ap-
proved by the university, a 
feat that usually takes 
days 





 to music pro-
gramming, the 
major  loss 
was the SJSU-Long 
Beach  
football game Saturday 
night and a -taped interview 

























A play about child 
abuse  
7..00p.m. 
-Student  Union Ballroom FREE 
,14y),1.11ffiri  
with  thP 
ssloti





































































































































HI;  RE I. 
MTV I'm 
horses  to the winning 
tickets,"
 Pearlman said. 
The 
remaining
 money is 
divided
 up into five per 
cent for Bay Meadows, six 
per cent to the state of Cali-
fornia and 








 is nice 
con-
sidering  they 
don't do any-
thing for 
it."  he added. 
Big grosses 
The track does gross 
$6.5 million a week. But 
Pearlman explained
 when 
you take five per 
cent of 
that and start paying all 
the vendors, people behind 





























 in the 
Fall, to 
t;ers 
and  pacers in 






and  the 
racing
 
portion  of the 
San Mateo
 











 and Bill 
Shoemaker, have ridden 














Euripides'  "The 
Trojan 
Women"
 will be 
performed
 at 8 p.m., Oct. 
28 through 
30 and Nov. 4 
through 
6 in the Foothill 
College 
Theatre in Los 
Altos Hills. 
The play 
portrays  the 
tragic fate of the women 
and children of Troy after 
their country's conquest by 
the Greeks. 
Under 
the direction of 
Doyne Mraz, the produc-







































PLIISCIr  tellS 
Jai 
...of the
 week,  as well as the 
date.  
the 




 pushing a button), 
the time! The 
Pulsar  Classic,
 in 






Beautiful  for Everyone  
Use 
one  of our convenfent
 charge 
plans Or 
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By Dave Johnson 
Spartan cornerback 
Gerald  Small has been 
traveling most of his life. 
and the coaching 
staff is 
just glad he 
decided
 to pass 
through San Jose. 
Small, whose father has 
made a 
career  in the Air 
Force, has 
lived in 
England. Belgium and 








By the luck of the
 draw 
(for SJSU
 ), Small's father 




Desert, when it came time 





It seemed natural for 
the three
-sport
 ALL -CIF 
man ( basketball
 and track, 




the Desert High 
School to stay 
in
 California 









 services, the 





difficult  for 
Small.  
Admired Colbert 




field coach) Jim 
Colbert.  I 
had heard about him and 
after I met him I wasn't 
disappointed. I liked him as 
an individual. 
The 20-year -old junior,  a 







 on his high school 
teams, has toyed with the 
idea 
of participating in the 
other two sports at SJSU. 
"When I was recruited 
up here. I was going to play 
basketball,  but the seasons 
are too 
long
  they over-
lap." he said. 
He is still contemplating 
coming out for coach Ernie 
Bullard's spring track 
team  mostly to condition
 
himself for football by 
helping to imprene his 
speed and running form. 
"I'll have
 to talk with 
Coach  Stiles about it." he 
said,  "because. it may 
interfere with spring foot-
ball 
workouts.  We begin 
our 
weight 





he first came 
to 
San Jose, Small




emphasized  by the 
SJSU  coaching staff, he has 
gained  about 15 pounds to 
his present 
weight of 188 
without 
losing any speed. 
In fact, according to 
Spartan defensive co-
ordinator Dick Mannini, 
Small has 
gotten  one -tenth 
of a second faster (40  yard
 
dash)




A quarterback and free 
safety in high school, Small 
was converted to corner-
back 
soon  after 
coming
 to 
SJSU. Although he had 
little experience. at the 
position,  he soon acquired a 
lot of playing time there. 
"In my freshman year
 
(1974). I played mostly on 
the special teams." he 
said,  "but I got some time 











 his, and ex-
cept for
 a twisted knee 
which kept him out 
of most 
of the first 
half
 of this 
year's 
Cz,fornia  game,  he 
has 








 and I 
were the only cornerbacks
 
with 
any game' experience. 
SO I started right from
 the 
first  game." he. said. 




backfield  last 
season at the









 has been a 
productive
 one. 
"Joe and I have been 
here two years.




"Last  year. we. 
were 
the
 two new guys in the 
defensive 











made quite a 
career  of intercepting 









Gerald Small (above) 
has been called one of the 
premier  
cornerbacks in the
 nation by head coach Lynn Stiles.
 
Small has spent a good 















season,  through 
seven 
games,
 he. is tied 
for 
the 
























 he fell 
one 





season  record for inter-
ceptions. when he returned 
seven for 104 yards and two 
touchdowns. 
In the San Diego State 
game alone,  he intercepted 
three,
 including one which 
he ran
 back 53 yards for a 
touchdown. 
"I could have had 
another  in 
that  game," 
he 
said. "but 






















that  is not
 a sign 
of bad 






great  hands," 
Mannini said.

































here, because, as 
good  
as he is, he's going to get 
better." 
Mannini said that 
professional scouts have 
timed him at 4.5 seconds in 
the 40,  in his sophomore' 
year, 














his support on runs," 
Mannini said, 
"but  he's 
cc 
en improving that." 
"He's intelligent, coach -
able: he's a competitior. 
and he cares about the ball 
club. In my 
own  openion. I 
think he has the chance to 
be a very high draft choice 
next year  
perhaps




According to Small, the 











are made in 
to-manman-
coverage,"
 he said. 
"When we 
play a zone, my 
responsibilities  are usually
 
to the. outside and deep. I 
have to play 
off my man a 
little. more. 
"A
 lot of it is luck  just 
being in 
the right place at 
the' right time. 
Sometimes 
you can be out 
of position 
and still 
pick  one off. -
This 
season, Small 
intercepted a Guy Ben-
jamin pass at Stanford and 
also a Joe Paopao 
toss  
against Long Beach State 
Saturday night at Spartan 
Stadium He 
also inter-













































-of  this 
process







However. in order for 
the. 
program to reach the 
degree of excellence
 that it 
achieved
 in 1968 when the 
water polo team won the 
national
 championship. a 
few 
changes are needed to 







function  at the 
peak
 of its 
capabilities.  















players for the' 
upcoming 
season 





the'  opening of school;
 


















 is dicing a com-





 that he 





 polo coach 
Shone 
Azarafar. Murphy is the 
only individual in a position 
of authority,
 that is making 
the effort 
to push the 




"He's doing a 
great  job 
and its not 
just his behind 
the scenes
 work that has
 
been helpful." Azavafar 
said. 
'When  we played 
Pepperdine last month. he 
came out to the' game' to see' 
how we 
were  doing,  and 
this was the first time in 
the history of MSC that an 
athletetic director had 
attended  a .water polo 
game."
 
However, the. tea ms and 
the program in general not 
only
 
need  a 
better  swim-
ming facility, which by now 
most students and faculty 
are aware of, but
 also an 
outstanding recruiting 
year in order for its 
aspira-
tions to materialize. 
What athlete wants to 
come to 
an institution that 





























































next  best thing 











































 for the 
running 
























is going through 
what coach 
Tom  Belfanti 
characterized
 as a 
rebuild-
ing
 year,  

























































Fir, El Aldr.dr, M,CtillotJgh 
Proprietors
 




























































iiaalical  exam, 
and defer voile 
premiums















































































































 player of 
the 













S.ISU coaching  staff 
after
















more,  who did not start for 
the
 Spartans at 
the.
 
beginning  of the season, 
had what 
head  football 
coach Lynn 
Stiles  called 
























































































appeared  on 
the 
ISAA 20 













































For the first time in 
NFL history the San Fran-





on a Saturday night which 
may cause problems for 
49er-SJSU 
fans. 
According to  Sports 
Information Director Wynn 
Cook his office has not 
received any call yet 
complaining of .the clash 
but is preparing 
special 
ticket 






"We are going to 
offer  a 
couple of special seating 
plans geared to families," 













tical to that of last wgi - 
game against 
Long  fie.igh 
State.
 
"We thought it would bc. 
bigger after a 




Provisions under the. 
NFL -AFL merger iii 
197(0
 
prohibit teams in the same 
area  from schedulinn
 
games on the 
same  day. 





against the Green 
Bay 
Packers  Sunnay the' 49er-
Falcon game. was 
scheduled  for Saturdo 





The 49er game could not 
be televised locally. even 
ii 
it was a sell out, because
 an 
NFL  ruling 
prohibits 
tele% ision 
coverage  on the
 
same 
day as local high
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been  a 
better
 time to 































AT OUR MT. VIEW STORE 
SAT., 
OCT.
 13 from 10am 
to
 3pm 















 in the 
s will 
close  














































forseen  such as an 
earthquake  Rick Kane 
will become the all time 
leading ground
 gainer in 
SJSU
 grid history Saturday 
night in Spartan Stadium. 
Kane. a 21 -year -old 
senior, needs only 12 yards 





son in 1960-62. Johnson 
rushed for 1,700 yards on 
366 
carries





pigskin 310 times and 
netted 1689 yards in his 
rushing career with the 
Spartans. But the most 
amazing thing about 
Kane's accomplishments is 
that he has done it while 
starting only 11 games 
during his year
 and a half 
at 
SJSU. 
Kane began the 1975 







Robinson. Due to 
injuriers to Stewart and 
Bruce and Kane's own 
ability
 he moved into the 
starting role against 
University of Pacific in the 




In that game Kane 
racked  up 
196 yards



































 big. 6-0 and 200 
pounds,






However, it is his
 mental 
attitude that 
is the key to 
his success 
according  to 
fellow players and 
coaches. 
"He. has somewhat of 
a 
cocky' attitude," said 
James Tucker who is the 
number two tailback 
behind Kane. 
"Don't get me wrong, 
this 
works to his advantage 
because he has lots of 
confidence, runs 
hard  and 
is not afraid to stick his 
nose in there," added 
Tucker. 
Offensive coordinator 
Doug Kay also believes 
that it is Kane's mental 




"Rick has innate 
toughness. He has all the 
physical ability in the 
world 
but if he 
didn't have 
that mental 













the  big play 
and gets 
a lot of 
yards  on 
his  own. 
He is 
a genuine. 















Kane is one 
of
 the team 
leaders. 
However,  he leads 
by 
example
 and not by 
what he says,
 according to 
Blain. "He 
is a leader and 
it is definite 
advantage  to 
have him out on the field. 
He uses his intelligence 
when he is out there and 
that is why he 
gets
 so many 
yards on his own." Blain 
said. 
Last year Kane 
rambled
 
for 1144 yards, a new SJSU 
single season 
mark,  and 
Blain feels 
that  this is a 
reflection 
on
 the offensive 
line's ability 




"He appreciates his 
lineman and 
when  he got 
his 1000 yards last year.
 "It 
made the line look good as 
well as Rick." he said. 
41. 





 a confrontation with the
 third 
goalward  during a 
recent  practice 








Santa  Barbara.  
three

















 to fare. 
three of the 
stronges' 
teams they have en-
countered thus far 
this 
season,
 in the form of 
Claermont College, CSV 




Assistant coach Shone 
Azarfar called this 
weekends games the. most
 
important set of contests 




games  are really 
crucial.  and will tell us alot 
about what's in 
store for 
the rest of 
the season." 









Belafanti  when the. 
team
 




10 a.m. for a 
6 p.m. 
encounter 











have a home pool ad-
vantage 
and we are going 
to have to get psyched up in 




Santa Barbara barely 
lost to the top ranked CAL 
Bears earlier in the year, 
and 
come 1 p.m. Saturdy 
safternoon the 
Spartans  will 
need to be well rested
 from 
the
 previous nights game 
with 
Claremont  in order to. 
be fully prepared for the 
third ranked Gauchos. 
The Spartans, however, 
will be without
 the services 
of reserx goalie 
Larry 
Miller. who spent Wed-
nesday night in San Jose 
Hospital with a had case of 
the flu. 









see action or not 
questionable.
 



















































































 come of it.
 
"I talked 





Lee,  the 
other day
 and he 
said  that 
there isn't 
much 
chance  of 
any 
change







"The  only thing 
that will 
possibly
 come out 




UOP  again. At 
least  not if 

















































all  make 









back,"  Kane 
said. 
If Kane 
had  been 
able to 
attend  SJSU 
for four 
years  














took  a 
little 
side 
trip  to 
Eugene,
 Ore. 








Nebraska  and 
Notre Dame
 
along  with San 
Jose and a 
lot
 of other 












reason  I 
chose 









was  filled with 
dissension 
and 
received  little 
support 
from
 the fans, 
according  to 
Kane. 
"It 























one day 1 
woke up 
and said the 
hell
 with this. I 






 of my decision.
 .1 
don't think they
 really took 
me seriously," 
Kane  said. 





 leave Oregon 
he 
really didn't 
know if he 




knew  that he 
had
 to make a 
decision quickly
 or he. 
would have to waste a year 
of eligibility. 
Program great 
"When I got back home 
to Pleasanton I began 
calling some of the schools 
in the area (Stanford, UC 
Berkeley and SJSU ) to let 
them know I was 
available." Kane
 said. 
"Then one day I came 
down here and one of the 
first people I ran into was 
Dan Durbin. 
Durbin was up 
at Oregon at the same time 
I was and he told 





 the program 
was really 
great and that 




 Kane said. 
Kane enrolled at De Anza 
junior college in Cupertino
 
and had accepted the fact 
that he probably wouldn't 
be playing football in 1975 




 . %asn't a 
miracle but one day Kane 
received
 a phone call from
 
Willard Wells, an assistant 
coach 
at
 SJSU at the time. 
"Wells called and asked 
me 
if I would like to play 
football  for San Jose next 
season 
(1975). I couldn't 
believe it and 










State  University. 
The Aztecs had promised 
eligibilty to six transfers 
for the 1975 season. NCAA 
rules state that a transfer 
student must sit out one 
year from the date 
of 
transfer in order to com-
pete in intercollegiate 
sports. 
But the PCAA voted to 
waive the rule for one year 


























 competition.  
In the 
process 






 a member 
of the 
PCAA. 
Kane had to 
complete his 
second 
year of schooling 
and graduate 
with  an 
Associate  Arts degree
 
before  the summer of 
1975  
ended.
 He was able. to do 
this and
 thus became 
eligible
 to play last year. 
Pro Career 
Ironically Kane was 
one  
of
 the stars in last 
year's 
31-7 victory ()ter San 
Diego. 
He
 scamper.ed for 
144 yards on 24 carries and 
scored
 a pair of touch-
downs.. 
Kane is 
Business  major 
but thinks it will take at 
least
 one extra semester 








Spartan  Stadium. Kane 
led all ball 
carriers in the
 game with 105 yards as the
 
Spartans  downed
















national  limit of 
30
 football 






















Coast  Athletic 
Association in 
which SJSU 
competes,  has 
suggested  it 




probation  to 










 Diego is 
reportedly  
interested
 in joining the
 






Diego  State has 




 they only have 60 
players
 in their program 
from recruiting efforts, due 





west coast schools lean 
more
 heavily on the two 
year transfer students to 























6 -piece bedroom group   
Box spring 
and mattress   
5 -piece 









Chair   
139.95  




 group   
399.00
 
All -wood patio 







































more players on the roster 
from recruiting because of 





those  schools 





of 95 players," 
Murphy  said. 








which the school uses. 
"Financial limits are 
also important. We 
couldn't  %afford 95 
even
 if 







have is we 
don't have the 
bodies to practice with," 
Murphy added. 
"We have to use  
our top 
defensive





















This point was also 
lamented by Stiles. 
"We don't have
 the 
numbers which would 
allow us to have scout 
teams
 to 
prepare  for each 
game," Stiles said. 
Stiles agrees with 
the
 
NCAA policy which limits 
schools to the same 
number though. 
"When 
I was a coach in 
the Big Ten 

















 60 or 




















question  I would prefer to 
go out and get 60 play s 
and just use junior college
 
players to fill in whet., 
needed," Stiles added. 
Find 










commission  an excellent
 
starting salary challenging 
work, respon-
sibility.  promotions, and




modern  service 












Testing date - October
 30, 
1976 












 is t 
really open 
up a can e' 
worms 















 has always 
been a 
dream of mine to 
turn  pro. 
But  right now 
I'm con-
cerned 
ve ith us winning the 




 we shouldn't 
finish the season 8-3," he 
said.  
Head coach
 Lynn Stiles 
feels that Kane









around  some 
real
 good backs 
in my 
coaching  career. 
I've seen 
Ed 
Podolak,  lames McAl-
lister. Kermit Johnson and 
Wendell  Tyler. Rick 
is
 in 
the. same class," Stiles 
said. 
"I think
 he is 
a pro 
prospect
 but if he takes 
care. of today. temorrovt 
will take care of itself." he 
said.  
No matter what the 
future holds for Kane 
one 




happens between now 
Saturday he will 
bee -',e
 
the  all time career msner 
in 















































































 a great way to 



















































































 to be ap-
pointed
 by Got . Brown,
 is a 
sating member of 
the  




 one-year term 
ex-







 term of 
office to two 
years. but 










She is a 
graduate 
student in American his-
tory  and corporate 
secretary for the A.S. 







said she has en-
countered  no problems 
lk it h the 
trustees  because 
she is a 
student.
 















tees, whether they (new 
trustees) are 
students  or 
not," Carlson said. "But I 
think all the trustees are 
eager to  know how I feel 
about issues." 
Board listens 
Carlson also said 
the 
board listens carefully to 
issues the California State 
Universities








worked  with the 




students  and 
allow
 them to 








































 there to 
represent 

















terested  in 
how  students 
feel."  she 
said.





 do this is 
to 



















also  like 
to 
















 IRA funds 
and 
"should be paid
 for by the 
government 
not  the A.S. 
"As  long as the 
universities













strongly  about 
















a lot more 




















waste  if they 





































 as a 

















By 'tyke Feinman 
Senior citizens
 are re-
ceiving hot and 
nutritious 
meals and enjoying leisure 






$74.550 grant from Santa
 
Clara 










 Apartment Action 
Center
 and the 
Hillview 
Neighborhood Center,  both 
in East San Jose. 
Thirteen graduate 
students in social work are 
at the Teaching  Learning 
Center (TLC/, putting into 
practice 
what
 they have 
learned in classes,
 ac-




supervises the students. 
"Every first -year 
graduate student in social 
work 
spends  one year in a 
TLC." said Dr. Cris Ruiz, 
























































Students  are 
learn-
ing to 









 Union at 
the Story
 Road Apartments 
for his first year 
of 




 Union tried 
to improve the living
 condi-
tions of the complex owned 
by the 








 never took us 











free service which 
provides
 names to 
graduate schools which re-
cruit minority students is 
available to SJSU juniors, 
seniors and 
recent alumni. 
According to Luis 
Nieves, associate director 
of the Minority Graduate 
Student Locator Service 
( 
MGSLS),
 this year 
more 
graduate schools than ever 
are participating in the 
program. 
The MGSLS was started 
in 1971 to assist graduate 
schools in recruiting 
minority applications. 
The 
service  enables 
minority students to make  
their interest in graduate 
education known to 
schools 
seeking minority students 
through the MGSLS, the re-
port 
said.  
Students wishing to en-
roll in the MGSLS may also
 
register






























 time off 
G.I.
 bill en-
tered at SJSU through the 
titlements,
 opalewski  said. 





"The program is geared 
Education  
Counseling  and 
to 












-rent place." Opalewski 
so 




said. "Some may 
read













up to a college
 












or receive the 

































lea ski. V 
ECTOR 
-Usually everyone in -
super%
 isor 
















money  thee; 
Opalewski  said. 
.1he classes 
are held in 
the
 Veterans Affairs 
Building. 
Students  take 
course which
 emphasize 
imprivement of math and 
English 
skills,  with 
secondary courses in his-







VECTOR  is improving
 
educational skills, th 






Outreach is a section of 
SJSU's Veteran Affairs 
program. The program 




with Ron Sands, coor-
dinator of drug and alcohol 









 to an 
Gal! -etdk 
ii .ISU African studies class. 
polo'  . nee. African A news
 film prepared by  
Studies and 





television  is scheduled for 2 
S p on ,c red by the' p.m. 
in
 .IC 21)2.
 A 2:0 a.m. 
BritishAni

















News in London, 








 hour, Gall War in the early 1960s. the 
will 
(li-ce,,,







 Middle  East 







ionam  War from 
the  






































First  Bt. 
Open









 of the 
Asian 
community  from 
Uganda,
 he was arrested 



























































Days"  on 
November  land













































































to get into the 
program. 
Opalewski  said. 
But "until their 
personal 
problems  are 
resolved,  
they
 can't get as 









 a year. 
About  40 per cent 
of them 
go into 






 15 per 
cent





































Students are not re-
quired to take the GRE in 
order  to participate. In-
structions for registering 
are included in the MGSLS 
or the GRE
 booklet. 
Deadlines for entering 
registration forms are Nov. 
17 and Feb. 2 for the 
two 
lists the service will issue 




 of students 
by specifying one 
or more 
of four student character-
istics: ethnic backgrond, 
intended graduate 
major 
state of residence and 
degree graduate ob-
jectives. the 
report  said. 
The graduate' schools' 




each  search. 
the names 
of students in 
the MGSLS
 pool who match 
a school's 
specifications 
are sent to the
 school on a 
student
 roster output form,
 
the  report continued. 
In addition
 to the stu-
dent's name 
and address,  










 schools then 
use  the 
student
 roster and 
the information
 it contains 
to contact the sttidents and 
invite them 
to
 apply for ad-




application  to 
graduate
 school 






























































public through the Free-
dom of Information Act. 
they gave us the run-
around. 
 
"They would never 
make any decisions about 
anything,"  Ortega said. 
Ortega 
presently is 




determine  what 










 a club to coor-
dinate 
activities  like bingo
 
games 
and weekend trips. 
"The 
minute we get 
through
 eating lunch, 
everybody
 wants to 
play
 
bingo,  so it's 
hard
 to get or-





The seniors tell Her-
nandez what 
they
 want and 
she 
and the 










serves  40 
lunches per












meals if the senior's
 
spouse is ill or if 
they










 student in 










try  to assess their 
needs. Right 
now  I'm or-
ganizing 
self-help  groups," 
said Gail Pierce. graduate 
student in 
social  work. 
"I've
 learned




























before I refer them." 
The reason the students 
check out the social service 
agency before 
referring  a 
client
 is to make sure the 
agency
 takes the proper
 at-
titude
 toward a 
client.  ac-
cording
 to Hernandez. 
"Too
 many 






get  lost." 
Hernandez said. "We 
want  
that to stop as soon as pos-
sible so we ask 
the  students 
to check out the 































2:30  p.m. to 
4:30
 p.m. in the 
SJSU
 Faculty
 Club at 






appear will be 
Rep.  Don 
Edwards. 
111th Congres-
sional district incumbent. 
State Sen. Alfred Alquist. 
fl -San Jose. and
 Ernest 
Konnyu. a Republican 
opposing
 Norman Mineta. 
13th Congressional district. 
The public is invited. 
For more information. call 

































































College enrollment may 
have declined nationwide 




cording to an expert who 
said his preliminary fin-




Dr. Garland Parker, 
executive  director for En-
rollment Policy and Edu-
cational  
Research







had  not 
been 





for an increase 
of 4.5 per cent this year 
following last year's in-
crease of 9 per cent. 
Parker, who 







Program Special Reports 
next spring, said his find-
ings were based on en-




 and universities 
enrolling  some 1.5 million 
students. More than 3,000 
institutions

















Parker said that 
if the 
early findings are borne 
out in the final 
report
 it will 



















SACRAMENTO  (API - 
'a I ifornia Treasurer Jesse 
Unruh says the state will 
lot 
do business with any 
)ailk,  including the Bank of 
kmerica, that does not 
limply 
with  a new state 
a 
w barring firms from 
ioycotting Israel. 
Susan Taha, spokes-
voman  for the 
Bank  of 
tmerica in San 
Francisco, 
















"The Bank of America 
does not boycott Israel," 
Taha said. 
She added that the bank 
acts as an intermediary, 
handling letters of credit 
from Arab banks that can
 
contain a discriminatory 



























the  boycott. 
When
 Brown
 signed the 
bill last 
month,
 the bank 













SACRAMENTO (AP ) - 
Large-scale fraudulent
 
billing in the $2.2 billion 
Medi-Cal 
program  was in-
dicated in an audit of phar-
macies, state health of-
ficials said yesterday.
 
More than 30 per cent of  
the 
pharmacists in the sur-
vey were
 reported to be 
overbilling the state for 








partment officials said 
were much 
worse  than they 
expected, 
prompted  state 
Health 










He also said inspectors 
would 
be sent into offices of 
doctors and other Medi-Cal 
providers if 
necessary to 
check excessive billings. 
Aides to Lackner said 
they couldn't estimate how 
much money 
the state was 
losing in 




rate compared to 
doctors  










 A P I (  - 
;'ormer 









































LULING, La. AP ) - A 
lorwegian tanker
 crashed 




apsizing  the river 
boat  





















heriff  John 
St.  Amant 
said  
iere 









vehicles  and 
as 
any as 75 
people  at the 






the  number of per-
ms
 aboard the ferry, but 





ken to a 
Luling hospital 
d St. Amant
 said he 
ubted more survivors 
nild be found. 
accepted
 
McCarthy will be counted, 
but the totals won't be 
known on election
 night be-
cause the machinery is not 
geared for 
tabulating  
write-ins, Daniels said. 
The former Minnesota 




 nomination in 
1968 and 1972,
 failed to get 
his 
name on the 
ballot
 in a 
petition 
campaign.
 He also 
was unable
 to get the 
courts to order placing his 
name on 
the  ballot. 
But the 
audit is the 




 health care 
for 
about 2.7 million needy 
persons. 
Of about 130
















cluded billing for drugs 
that wpre never furnished 
or for 
which no records 
were kept, billing for 
more
 
expensive drugs than were 
furnished, charging more 










state  is 

































 convicted of 
Medi-Cal fraud in July, 
fined $5,000, and ordered
 to 
spend a year working at 
low pay as a pharmacist on 
an Indian 


























 fit. A terrific
 






































































 up in 




















































Elliot Richardson said yes-
terday the government re-
mains opposed to the Arab 
boycott of Israel and is 
urging American com-








committee, said he 
is com-
mitted to the "United
 
States' policy to oppose the 
Arab boycott and 
to en-
courage and request 
American business con-
cerns not to comply with it 
in any fashion." 
He said public dis-
closure of boycott reports 
are a positive step. 







Bicycle riders will be 
subject to a city wide police 




"We can talk about 
safety,"
 said Lt. Vic East-
man, 
commander
 of the 48-




"but let's face it 
- 




costs  you money; 
you're more likely to 
change  your riding 
habits." 
Eastman said the major 
thrust




students  but adults 










Eastman,"  is 
a wrong 
attitude




























"But people have to 
realize
 that a bicycle is just 
as much a vehicle as a 
car," he said. "They're 
both out sharing the same 
strip of road and accidents 
are 
happening that could 




Eastman said the most
 
common violation is riding 
against rather 
than  with 
the flow of traffic.
 
The safety
 program is in 
its 
second year and East-
man 












"It's not our 
object to 
hassle anyone," he said. 
"We just 
want people to 
think about
 operating their 






 crackdown is 
being 






Council,  which of-
fers these tips 
involving  










are  open to persons ages 18 
to 24 on the 21 -member 
board of directors for the 
downtown Mental Health 






fore the 7:30 p.m.
 election 
Oct. 26 at the Nolinder 
Neighborhood 
Center.  
William and 19th streets. 
Applicants must live in 
the downtown area and will 
be required to attend 
monthly meetings. Govern-
ing board members also 










































Vehicle Code. A rider has 
all the rights and respon-
sibilities of a car 
or
 truck. 
 Ride with the flow of 
traffic, never against it. 
Ride 
as close to the right 
curb or roadway edge as 
you  can. 
 Be careful when riding 
past a 
parked
 car or stand-
ing car.  
The  car could pull 
into 
your path or the driver 
could 




for bikes or cars 
that
 may want
 to pass you
 
before you 
make a turn. 
Any bike 
or
 car that may 
be affected
 by your turn 
should be 
signalled  to. 
 Never insist on taking 
the 
right  of way. 


















"car" when they see a 
bike. Perhaps in their im-
agination, they should im-
pose the outline of a car 
around a bike to give it 
width and length. Then 
they'll be less likely to vio-
late its space. 
 At intersections, give 
cyclists room. When turn-
ing right, be careful not to 
pinch
 the cyclist between 
your car and the curb. 





visible because of lack
 of 
reflective 
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!al ME -IS 
IErAPILE'
 
FINE afiTS FRAMING GRAPHICS  































TO JAZZ 20 YEARS
 EXPER 
IENCE. CALL 225-7013 
BREAD AND 










Chicano.  Native Amen 
can. Marxrst. 
svornen's  labor, 
children's
-books h 











 Ask about 
nur
 special 











 of Ballet 
offers special 
college

























 325 S 
First 
St
 , Oth Floor.
 San Jose 
Classes  
are on MON 
the,  THUR at 7 
p.m  
and SAT
 at 10 am 
spectators 
welcome Full time 
students 112 
units 
or more) get 
a 15% dos 
count For more 
information  drop 
by or call 293 6611 
The 
Christian  Science Organization 
trivets at 3 









PHOTOGRAPHS  Hire 
a 
photographer 




dinners.  tee ,  
and keep 
the negatives
 Also will 
trade 
this service 











death  anxiety 
and rehmon 









 A very 
different  and ex 
ring 




/ Neel If you 
miss  it this time 
you
 may





 to see it Only 51S. 
I VVO 
SHOWS:  7 p m Es 10 p 
m 
Friday.
 Oct 22 in Morris
 Dailey 
Aall 
By Alpha Phi 
Omega  . 
OVERSEAS JOBS - 
barn
 





Asia,  etc All 
fields.
 4500-11200 monthly Ex 
peeses paid 










GIRLS - Excellent 
amateur  
photographer needs girls 
in 
wrested al entering Playboy's 
photo 
contest as Autotimer' in 
b 
Nov  issues Call Dave 
289
 8292 or Gary 267 2908 
JAFRA: The tilernate en skin care 
Frit a 
complimentary  teeml  and 
make
 tip appleatem, call Debbie, 
293 6355 evenings 
REC 
97 is sponsoring a "Chalk In" 
at the 
Art  
Quad today, Oct 21, 











VENTURA  no /3 
Ail, 
At
 PS low nu 








upholstery,  266 2084 after 6 
FRIDAY FLICKS Presents THE 
REINCARNATION 
OF PETER 
PROUD  A very different and ex 
citing movie
 which features 
Michael Sarrazin
 and Jennifer 
O'Neill
 If 
you miss it this time 





next life to 
see it Only 504. 
TWO SHOWS
 7 p m. Er 10 p m 
Friday. Oct 22 
in Morris Dailey 











Call  Libby at 
244 0997 






























must  sell to raiseS 
Ong 
$375,  
ask $165 offer 
Mike,  296-7456 
after 6 p m 
HP 22 Business Cale w ace F 
cond , 
must  sell to rats.. $ Ong 













Tan -Speeds for sale: 2 centurions, 
with Shrmano derailleurs, good 
cowl . 15 old If sold together 
will include parvers. and car rack, 
$200 both 274 0779 
Ford Falcon 1969, 6 cylinder Re 
manufactured engine  new 
brakes Excellent 




 XL250 Mee cond., 
only 1000 miles, 
$60) Call 
294 2625 re 867.6267 
MU OILI Remember the Renais 
sance Faire, Get Mu Oil from ex 
elusive dealer Original scent or 
new
 nectar. 2 oz bottle 
96 95 ea 





























 house to 
house, uo cost of living opinions 





9:30 12 30, 3 to 5 days,
 vveek.
 as 
school schedule allows Stead 
83 
per  le 796
 495).  Mr Green 
Waitresses
 Needed, Food Et 
Cocktail, Part rune Super oppor 












ST,  tt 
;Pt 





 iedustrial arts ste 
dent interested ei 




 aids Knowledge 
of silk screening and 
base.  
wooMvorking power tools 
aSR111 





Adrnin.  Aset: Typing, 
Phooe,
 Gen', 
Office Ste Commodity Tele Co 
.1111321







ktail Sc food.  must be 21, the 
Wooden Nickel. 2405 




 Mark or 
Dick. 247-0552 or 247 0683 
PHOTO 







Playboy contest 964 4265,  





compensation 248 1230 Dennis 
or Vince 
KEYPUNCHERS 
for short job 
$350 hr 
 call Allison, 
2772210
 
mornings: 277 2893 afternooes 
WOMAN 
VIOLINIST-  To Oro our 
progressive Rock Band. Call Mar 
353-3498 
I NEED A 
BABYSITTER, 2 WEEK 



















radar oven Extra clean, mt. 
quiet 234 S 11th St 1 be from 
campus $135 and up  998 0803. 
968 7410 level





men. 99 S 9th St Kitchen 




Phone 2798616. if on 
answer call 268 1750 Gels 278 S 
10th St Across Hos Ellett'
 
Kitchen poke' ft parking Iron, 
$75 shared Mt, Et 8115
 private 
Call 279 3035,
 if no answer cwi the 
above












noel, Extra t lean, eked 
quiet 234
 S. 1 Tth St 1 lek born 
campus
 $90 and up. 998 oan. 
968 7410 level 
Mgrs
 wanted 
FURN. ROOM for 
rent. $55., rei Et 
up 468S 6th 
Sr
 
Call 998 9649 
NEAR SJSU. 2 BR,  2 
Bie new 
carpet and furniture 
Pool Et 
underground  parking $285 
IRO
 
470 So 11th, 287 7590 
Very Large. 
arty.  temps 
Ate
 2 BR 
has 
stove.,
 refer. ' 
from 
SJSU  P3rIong















student  preferred, 
own  room, 
0135
 354 9275 after 6, Ed 
LARGE  
SPANISH




Glen above a 
potential  
restaurant to 




4100 mo or ex 
change lot labor
 Call 292 1052 
I'M mole, 
norssmokor, 
quiet, looking for 


















 a day care 






























Mrchael  Serrate-I and Jennifer 
O'Neill If you miss 
if
 this time 





O. Two TW4o Four Foe, 
4. days 
























winnownai  h. 
add 
50 1111 SO SO 
50 
14worowo  Throw 
now Ono 
SelSOYSS tole








































Oct 22 in 





open  friendly corn 
munication w 
your peers in, a 
quiet warm 
atmosphere  Drop by 
'the Peet 




 a friendly 
place to 
relax and
 meet people, 
also  
workshops,
 groups. referrals and 
information 
M thur Thurs 
. 10 
am
 7 p , Friday

















Have  a great bow in 
Canada Go lava go.
 but hurry 
back 
Fuzzy 
ARLENE,  Eat. drink and be merry! 
Haven
 happy 21st RM 
FRIDAY FLICKS Presents, THE 
REINCARNATION OF PETER 
PROUD
 A very different and it, 
citing movie
 'which features 
Michael Sarraen and Jennifer 
O'Nerll 
If you miss it this tone 
around,
 you may have to wait till 
your next life to see a. Only 50C, 
TWO SHOWS 7 p in & 10 
p m 
Friday.

















Dental  Plan Liiroil 
-now-
 AlaarldalOAS dial al 
formation 
at Associated Stu 
- dews of lice or all 371 6811 
TYPING  - IBM Selectee 
263368' 





hoed  day and mole 
Yoga





practice is rumple 
and direct The pnce is 20 dollars 
I,,,
 30 classes of 
2 hours each 
Call now 292 WAVE San Jose 
TYPING. Term Papers 






near  SJU 287 
8611  




 m i 
262 1923 
all
 othtv hours1 Ask 
for Kitty' Carter North Valley 
Secretarial
 Service 
TYPING - IBM 
SEL II, last, ac 
curate, exp m 
Campbell  Teta 
Nan 267 















Enroll now in ADULT denote' 





to Meet People Modem Jazz Or 
Tap 
Classes
 Call Kalser 
Studio




Unlimited  in Martial  
Al IS PrOVall 
striee  rkdense for mimeo&
 eve, 
We
 also feature swim!
 esenTses 
to lose on woo weoght Showers 
Sauna, 
Weights,  ft Bag 765 E 
Sarni, 
Clara  St by 
17th  Open 
Mon IS,,, Fri 
3
 
us 10 Call 
2960939 
MEN'- 











































A Rodrigo, 1212 Will, , 
Sall Aria CA 95116 
TYPING
 Done in nw home Lefler 
re0011S, 




 5 Et 10 
923 2795
 
Couples Workshop Oct 23 Et 24 Ion 
strelerits 
smith 












 Counseling I'S 
Ail 











want to talk about 
corning  eta 
Parents,  Lovers, Anything as .1 
lesbian, Come to our fest meet 
Ind Oct 2611,, 
2 
304
 30 at the 
women's center and
 see who. 







chase r.ostly sten, , 
check with in. for owe, on 
21X)  mato, brands et Audio. TV, 
tape, car stereo. etc Advice on 
purchasing the Right gear the 




a i0/111/1fr. 11111. of 




sold wholesale to IN. 
Soonds Unique 
998 









Fl 5023 Ste 









CHARTER FLIGHTS A  
 
sprotot to Luni1011
 1R1111 0,11'1,111d 
SlylfS available for
 XMAS $359, 
3,a 4 weeks Also Frank





 British Enropean 
TlaYel
 937 Saratoga







 or irpidekt 
thorong 
semester
 break Speed 
7 weeks 
eel 
Moscow  Leninarat I H I nouton 
168991 or 
Israel 186991 Four 





 All 1111:11irle air 6 
hotel plus 
much allar' AISII Hong K one 6 






St , San Fl/1111:12A0 94123 
.4151 
922 8940 
CHARTERS to New York 1$7391 
and 
Cl,,, ago
 :5189r at Christmas
 
Must book early Contact Study 








































TRAVEL  CENTER !BARRACK 
128 BEHIND MORRIS DAILEY! 













 toy SJSU 












wilt 50 ycle ,any a 
Ydril'R. of 220 Wit 
appliaoces 
ARIS EXPORT CO 6419 
Tele  
graph Ave 
Aok Ca 94609 Tel 
415 654 4751 
MONO
 CI4ICIT MONTY ORDER 
 DWItlftne  
is., tidy, 1.1,
 10 pull 










nohltr  o ton 
hew
 on 
SAN 2051 STATE 
pAllod RSo TY 
SAN JOSF, CAILIOORNIA
 95114 














. By Steven C. Taylor 
Sixteen -year -old Ken 
Bragg leaned 
against the 
wall anpl shook his head. 
"There's nothing to like 
about a hospital,  but
 it's not 
bad here.
 It's okay for 
a 




















































Lovelace.  as she 
returned 
her cue 
to the rack 
in the 
corner.  "I 
should  know 
better 
than to play
 with you 
anyway.











































 kids go 
home  pool 
























Medical  Center a 











the child that 
is
 healthy' in 
the hope it will help 
the 
small fraction of the 
youngster that is sick or 
injured.
 
Course  offered 
This concept
 is the 





through SJSU entitled 
"A 
Positive Approach to 
Pediatric' Hospitalization 
Through
 Play." under the 
instruction












the  more 
unusual aspects of the 
Stanford program, which 
will be 
used as a model for 
the class, were invented by 
Lovelace.
 who received her 
master's 
degree from 
&NU and has 33 




Besides the usual games 
and toys found in most 
playrooms, other diver-
sions include therapeutic' 
oriented games and toys, 
such as a doll house -type
 
hospital,
 a board game of 
chance where the object is 
to leave the hospital and a 
bag of medical instruments 
for "playing doctor." 
The program 
also 














































"If a child has
 a special 
need, we 







The miniature hospital 
comes complete with in-
tensive care unit. X-ray 
facilities, dolls and even 












"providing  an 
educational  
experience  in itself, 
as well 
as
 an outlet 
in




 is happening lc 
them here,"














































knows  why each 
step is 












 of major 
climate changes during the
 
next two 
centuries  was 
reported by 
the Scientific 
Committee on Problems of 
the Environment to 
the 
International
 Council of 
Scientific.






























monitoring  system 







When asked about 





department  heads. 
Dr.  Joseph Young 
of 
Biological Sciences, Dr. 


















 of carbon 
dioxide in the' air pose as a 
factor, but
 on a large scale 
man hasn't changed the 
climate. and there is no 
evidence' showing that he 




































"Changes in climate in 
the 
past
 has e always been 
made." New une said, 
referring to the Ice 
Ages, 
"and there's 
no reason to 
think changes won't 




"Where carbon dioxide 




particles or dust (emitted 
from
 the same industries
 
could be causing some 













are  too small." 
Miller  said, but 
added  that 
a global
 monitoring of 
different species
 of plants 
and animals, 
as the report 









said that the 
ponderosa  
pine would
 be an 












































































doctors). Human tissue' 





* * * 
* * * 














































































































 seen again 
in a slide 
show presented 
to young 
patients and theii 
families before the 
children
 enter the hospital. 
"Notice that the same 
child entering the hospital 
in the slide show 
is thc 
same as the one leaving.''
 
Lovelace points
 out. "We 
want the kids 
to know they 












The slide presentation 
provides an overview of the 
hospital environment, 
including aspects often 01 
concern to children, who 
may be reluctant to 
mention them. Among the 
topics 
covered





procedures and the 




The roles of 
doctors
 and 
nurses  are carefully ex-
plained during 
the show 




Phllomena Anderson (It 
pretends to take a 
blood
 sample from 




 exhibit children 




slide has three patients 
shooting baskets
 at a hoop 
on
 the patio. One 
is start -
ding,  one 
is in a 
wheelchait
 
and  one 
is sitting





also involved as pediatric 
recreation assistants. 
working on special projects 
within the hospital's unit. 
derson, in the playroom 
of
 the pediatric 
unit at 
Stanford  Medical Center. 
Lovelace credits much
 ol 
the recreation program's 
success to 
the help she has 
had from the hospital and 
the hospital staff. 
"This all depends 
on a 
great team, from the 
specialists, therapists ann 
directors to two fabulous 
cleaning ladies," she said. 
"But the parents and the 
child are the most im-
portant. They are the key 
to 








Tele v ision's popular 
"Sesame Street" star, Dr. 
Loretta
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sonality.  is one' of the most
 
versatile individuals on the. 
contemporary
 educational 
scene. Playing the char-
acter
 "Susan" on the in-
novative children's show, 
she has proved that making 
learning
 fun can be a useful 
method  of keeping kid, 
turned on to education.
 





























pieces of beet 






marinated  in 
teriyaki  sauce 
and  boiled 
to 
perfection. 
INCLUDES  RICE 
& CHICKEN 
SALAD  
ALSO PORK CHICKEN Et SHRIMP TERIYAKI 
OPEN
 DAILY
 11 AM 
to 9 PM 




Jose 295-5554  
When it's 6 weeks into the 
semester
 
and 34 books have just 
arrived
 for
 a class of 38 
...it's no time to 
get 
filled
 up. 
